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Many different kinds of premises have a visitors book which is a document which is useful for a
number of reasons. Businesses and other premises have a duty to have a comprehensive health
and safety regime in place and one of the most important aspects of any scheme is fire safety.
Visitors books act as a convenient list of everyone who is inside a building and this allows fire
marshals to quickly check that everyone has been evacuated in the event of a blaze.

If you are looking for a visitors book to use in your business premises, retail outlet or office building
then it makes sense to go for one which features spaces to right in and out times and dates, as well
as areas where visitors can specify who in the building they have come to see.

Here at Capital Badges we specialise in visitors book options and our range of visitors book
solutions is both extensive and affordably priced. We know exactly what people need from their
visitors book options and this is why we have created a convenient all in one visitors book, which
meets all of the needs of our customers.

Our all in one visitors book is one of the most comprehensive signing in systems around at the
moment, and includes areas for a record of visitors â€“ which have sheets underneath that take a copy
of any signatures made â€“ as well as health and safety instructions for staff, a transfer shield which
ensures that no marking occurs on the next sheet of lapel badges and a range of customisation
options which mean that any firm or other operation can tailor their visitors book to match their decor
or feature their company logo.

We are a family run business and this means that those looking for a visitors book will be able to
benefit from a personalised service which takes their needs into account every step of the way.
While we are based in Hertfordshire, in the UK, we supply our products and visitors book choices to
customers in Europe, the USA and in Dubai.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
A a Visitors book can allow you to keep track of your visitors and at capitalbadges.co.uk you can
purchase a quality a visitor book for your needs. Visit us today for more information!
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